
size

EUR

US MEN’S

US WOMEN’S

JAPAN

S

36 - 40

5-7

6-8

23-25cm

M

40 -43

7-9

8 -10

25-27cm

L

43 - 46

9.5 -12

10.5 -13

27.5-30cm

NISHIGUCHI KUTSUSHITA is a Japanese sock company 

establ ished in 1950. We are dedicated to creat ing products 

that provide incomparable value to our customers.  We are 

meticulous about select ing only the finest qual i ty of natural  

mater ia ls,  sophist icated designs, and knitt ing patterns a l l  

within a reasonable pr ice sett ing.

NISHIGUCHI KUTSUSHITA /  Knitwin.co. ,Ltd 
197-7 Kido Katsuragi  City Nara Japan 639-2161
Mai l   info@11-11. jp

www.11-11. jp

NK IGNK brand site

making your day extraordinary



Small

NK 0101

NK0109

NK0122NK0103 NK0123

NK0119

NK 0105 NK0108

NK0113

NK0125

NK0115

NK0201

NK 0205

NK0202

NK 0126

NK 0301

Boston

Oslo

Praha

Boston

Boston

Praha

Boston

Oslo

Praha Praha

Praha

Praha

Praha

Praha

Praha

Praha

DENIM

CHARCOAL

BROWN

LIGHT GRAY

season ALL 

size S

LIGHT GRAY

size S

season ALL

WHITE

CHARCOAL

BLACK

CHARCOAL

size S

season AW

SLATE GRAY

CHOCOLATE

DARK OLIVE

KHAKI

size S

season ALL

MIDNIGHT

BLACK

PARK GREEN

VINTAGE YELLOW

VIRIDIAN

size S

season AW

BEIGE

LIGHT GRAY

CHARCOAL

APPLE SODA

OATMEAL

size S

season AW

GRAY

NAVY

WINE

BERLIN BLUE

CHARCOAL

RED

JUNGLE GREEN

BROWN

size S

season AW

BEIGE

size S

season AW

LIGHT GRAY

CHARCOAL

RED

size S

season ALL 

BLACK

AMAZON

LIGHT GRAY

BUILDING PINK

BEIGE

RED

CHARCOAL

size S

season AW

YELLOW

size S

season SS

KHAKI

RED

BLUE

TRAM YELLOW

OFF WHITE

size S

season ALL 

BLACK

LIGHT GRAY

RED

PISTACHIO SOFA

CHARCOAL

size S

season AW

UMBER

CLASSIC RED

YELLOW

size S

season SS

OFF WHITE

BEIGE

BLUE

SAUNA STONE

LIGHT GRAY

size S

season ALL 

OFF WHITE

BLACK

CAFÉ AU LAIT

APRICOT
ORANGE

CHARCOAL LIGHT GRAY

BLACK

size S

season SS 

Made from environmentally sourced 100% virgin 
cotton for soft, long wearing comfort and a 
timeless vintage look.

cotton 94%, polyester 5%, elastane 1%

Wool and cotton are combined to create these 
classic ribbed weave socks. With a casual, vintage 
look , their comfort increases with wear.

cotton 57%, wool 38%,  polyester 4%,  elastane 1%

Rich cashmere and fine Supima cotton are 
blended to create a sock of unparalled comfort 
and softness for year-round luxury.

cotton 65%, cashmere 17%, polyester 17%, elastane 1%

These stylish socks combine the crisp breathabili-
ty characteristic of linen with the smooth stretch 
of cotton for softness.

linen 55%, cotton 37%, polyester 7%, elastane 1%

Eco silk is woven with superfine remnant cotton 
fibres to create these soft and lustrous socks.

silk 44%, cotton 44%, polyester 12%, elastane 1%

These socks are made from rich cashmere and 
extra-fine lamb’s wool for lightweight comfort, 
thermal warmth and incredible softness.

wool 67%, cashmere 17%, nylon16%

A blend of environmentally sourced hemp and 
100% virgin cotton, designed to stay dry to the 
touch with breathable, moisture wicking comfort.

cotton 77%, true hemp 18%, polyester 4%,  elastane 1%

These jacquard designs are crafted from specially 
pre-shrunk wool to produce a thick sock with 
plush volume and wonderful warmth.

wool 93%, nylon 6%, elastane 1%

Made with super fine merino wool, these long 
socks have a lustrous, smooth finish and provide 
thermal insulation with maximum softness.

wool 80%, polyester 19%, elastane 1%

Made from ultra-soft premium wool, these ribbed 
socks are thick and sturdy with irresistably cozy 
warmth.

wool 94%, nylon 6%

Enjoy the softness of lustrous baby alpaca 
blended with superfine merino for an understated 
design with extravagant comfort and warmth.

alpaca 40%, wool 40%, nylon 20%

Long Egyptian cotton fibres are interwoven to 
create this naturally comfortable ribbed style sock 
with superior longevity.

cotton 94%, polyester 5%, elastane 1%

Egyptian cotton fibres of superior length and 
quality are interwoven to create this smooth, flat 
and seam free style.

cotton 85%, nylon 15%

These quarter length ribbed socks are 100% linen. 
Their breathable, moisture wicking quiality 
ensures your long wearing, all day comfort.

linen 93%, polyester 6%, elastane 1%

The ultimate foot-friendly sock, pairing the stretch 
and structure of a ribbed design with the luxurious 
softness of fluffy cashmere.

cashere 90%, nylon 10%

Made with cotton thread woven with more twists 
than regular cotton, these no-show liners are light 
and breathable keeping your feet dry and comfort-
able all day.

cotton 63%, polyester 36%, elastane 1%

Recycled Cotton Ribbed Socks

Wool Cotton Slab Socks

Cashmere Cotton Socks

Linen Cotton Anklet

Silk Cotton Socks

Cashmere Wool Socks

Hemp Cotton Ribbed Socks

Wool Jacquard Socks

Merino Wool High Socks Wool Ribbed Socks

Alpaca Wool Cable Patterned Socks Egyptian Cotton Ribbed Socks

Egyptian Cotton Plain Socks Linen Ribbed Socks

Cashmere Ribbed Socks High-Twist Cotton No Show Liners

Seasonal Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal Seasonal

Seasonal

SeasonalSeasonal

Seasonal

It is the seasonal limited color of 2023.Seasonal

It is a sock recommended for snow area people.For heavy snow area



NK0104

Medium

NK0102

NK 0106NK0601

NK0116

NK0114

NK0122M

NK 0701 NK0120

NK0401S

NK0705 NK0124

NK0603

NK0501

NK 0703

BostonBoston

Boston

Oslo

Boston

Praha

Oslo

Praha

Sampo

Boston

Praha

Oslo

Praha

Praha

Oslo

VINTAGE YELLOW

MIDNIGHT

size M

season ALL

KHAKI

BLACK

PARK GREEN

CHARCOAL

size M

season ALL 

DENIM

LIGHT GRAY

BROWN

JUNGLE GREEN

size M

season AW

CHARCOAL

RED

BROWN

BLACK

LIGHT GRAY

LAKE BLUE

size S

season ALL 

APRICOT
ORANGE

BLUE

size M

season SS

CHARCOAL

RED

YELLOW

TRAM YELLOW

LIGHT GRAY

size M

season ALL 

DEEP BLUE

BLACK

RED

BUILDING PINK

CHARCOAL

size M

season AW

SLATE GRAY

CHOCOLATE

DARK OLIVE

IVORY

size S

season AW

MUSTARD

MOCHA BROWN

RED

size M

season AW

GRAY

NAVY

OATMEAL

BERLIN BLUE

BEIGE

size S

season ALL

CHARCOAL

BROWN

NAVY

SKY BLUE

MOCHA BEIGE

size S

season AW

WINE

NAVY

CHARCOAL

TOWER WHITE

BEIGE

size M

season AW

LIGHT GRAY

CHARCOAL

KHAKI

APPLE SODA

CHARCOAL

BROWN

NAVY

SKY BLUE

BEIGE

size S

season ALL 

MOCHA BROWN

IVORY

CHARCOAL

size S

season ALL 

BEER BLACK

LIGHT GRAY

size S

season AW

NAVY

BORDEAUX

CHRISTMAS RED

These stylish socks combine the crisp breathabili-
ty characteristic of linen with the smooth stretch 
of cotton for softness.

linen 55%, cotton 37%, polyester 7%, elastane 1%

These jacquard designs are crafted from specially 
pre-shrunk wool to produce a thick sock with 
plush volume and wonderful warmth.

wool 93%, nylon 6%, elastane 1%

Made with super fine merino wool, these long 
socks have a lustrous, smooth finish and provide 
thermal insulation with maximum softness.

wool 80%, polyester 19%, elastane 1%

Made from ultra-soft premium wool, these ribbed 
socks are thick and sturdy with irresistably cozy 
warmth.

wool 94%, nylon 6%

This versatile design combines a sock with a 
legwarmer, in a uniquly cozy blend of kid mohair 
and finest wool, for even the chilliest climates.

wool 33%, nylon 30%, mohair 18%, acrylic 18%, elastane 1%

Thick wool socks made with an eco-friendly blend 
of recycled wool and cotton. More durable than 
regular wool socks; perfect with boots for outdoor 
activities like camping and trekking.

wool 47%, cotton 42%, nylon 10%, elastane 1%

silk 38%, cotton 38%, nylon 24%

Our long hose socks provide ample warmth in the 
winter while keeping feet enveloped in cool 
comfort during the spring and fall seasons. 

cotton 58%, silk 27%, polyester 8%, nylon 6%, elastane 1%

Loosely fitting with an outer layer of durable 
cotton and inner lining of highly insulating, 
moisture-wicking pile. 

cotton 71%, polyester 19%, cashere 8%, elastane 2%

These socks are made for walking. The cashmere 
blended cotton pile has superior thermoregulating 
properties, and its luxurious softness stays after 
countless wear. 

silk 38%, cotton 38%, nylon 24%

Our long hose socks provide ample warmth in the 
winter while keeping feet enveloped in cool 
comfort during the spring and fall seasons. 

Lustrous mohair fibre from baby goats is expertly 
woven with wool to create these incredibly warm, 
super soft and lightweight socks.

nylon 34%, wool 32%, mohair 17%, acrylic 17%

A blend of environmentally sourced hemp and 
100% virgin cotton, designed to stay dry to the 
touch with breathable, moisture wicking comfort.

cotton 77%, true hemp 18%, polyester 4%,  elastane 1%

Made from environmentally sourced 100% virgin 
cotton for soft, long wearing comfort and a 
timeless vintage look.

cotton 94%, polyester 5%, elastane 1%

Wool and cotton are combined to create these 
classic ribbed weave socks. With a casual, vintage 
look , their comfort increases with wear.

cotton 57%, wool 38%,  polyester 4%,  elastane 1%

Eco silk is woven with superfine remnant cotton 
fibres to create these soft and lustrous socks.

silk 44%, cotton 44%, polyester 12%, elastane 1%

Linen Cotton Anklet Wool Jacquard Socks

Merino Wool High Socks Wool Ribbed Socks

Mohair Wool Pile SocksWool Cotton Boot Socks

Silk Cotton Ribbed Socks

Silk Cotton Lounge Socks

Cotton Cashmere Walking Socks

Silk Cotton Long Hose

Mohair Wool Border Socks

Hemp Cotton Ribbed SocksRecycled Cotton Ribbed Socks

Wool Cotton Slab Socks Silk Cotton Socks

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

For heavy snow area



NK 0302

NK0401

NK0602

NK0604

NK0503

NK 0127

NK0206 NK0704

NK0203

NK0502

NK0702

NK0706

Praha

Praha

SampoPraha

Praha

Praha

Praha

Praha

Praha

Oslo

Boston

Oslo

LIGHT GRAY BLACK

CHARCOAL

size M

season SS 

BEIGE

size M

season ALL

CHARCOAL

BROWN

NAVY

SKY BLUE

BLACK

LIGHT GRAY

LAKE BLUE

size M

season ALL 

APRICOT
ORANGE

CHARCOAL

BROWN

NAVY

BEIGE

size M

season ALL 

SKY BLUE

OFF WHITE

size M

season ALL 

BLACK

LIGHT GRAY

RED

PISTACHIO SOFA

NAVY

size M

season ALL 

OFF WHITE

BLACK

LIGHT GRAY

APRICOT
ORANGE

UMBER

size M

season AW

CHARCOAL

CLASSIC RED

BORDEAUX

size M

season AW

NAVY

LIGHT GRAY

CHRISTMAS RED

OFF WHITE

BEIGE

YELLOW

BLUE

size M

season SS

SAUNA STONE

MOCHA BROWN

IVORY

CHARCOAL

size M

season ALL 

BEER BLACK

MUSTARD

size M

season AW

IVORY

MOCHA BROWN

WINE

size M

season AW

MOCHA BEIGE

NAVY

CHARCOAL

TOWER WHITE

This versatile design combines a sock with a 
legwarmer, in a uniquly cozy blend of kid mohair 
and finest wool, for even the chilliest climates.

wool 33%, nylon 30%, mohair 18%, acrylic 18%, elastane 1%

Thick wool socks made with an eco-friendly blend 
of recycled wool and cotton. More durable than 
regular wool socks; perfect with boots for outdoor 
activities like camping and trekking.

wool 47%, cotton 42%, nylon 10%, elastane 1%

Lustrous mohair fibre from baby goats is expertly 
woven with wool to create these incredibly warm, 
super soft and lightweight socks.

nylon 34%, wool 32%, mohair 17%, acrylic 17%

Long Egyptian cotton fibres are interwoven to 
create this naturally comfortable ribbed style sock 
with superior longevity.

cotton 94%, polyester 5%, elastane 1%

The ultimate foot-friendly sock, pairing the stretch 
and structure of a ribbed design with the luxurious 
softness of fluffy cashmere.

cashere 90%, nylon 10%

Our long hose socks provide ample warmth in the 
winter while keeping feet enveloped in cool 
comfort during the spring and fall seasons. 

silk 38%, cotton 38%, nylon 24%

Egyptian cotton fibres of superior length and 
quality are interwoven to create this smooth, flat 
and seam free style.

cotton 85%, nylon 15%

These quarter length ribbed socks are 100% linen. 
Their breathable, moisture wicking quiality 
ensures your long wearing, all day comfort.

linen 93%, polyester 6%, elastane 1%

Made with cotton thread woven with more 
twists than regular cotton, these no-show liners 
are light and breathable keeping your feet dry 
and comfortable all day.

cotton 63%, nylon 37%

Loosely fitting with an outer layer of durable 
cotton and inner lining of highly insulating, 
moisture-wicking pile. 

cotton 58%, silk 27%, polyester 8%, nylon 6%, elastane 1%

cotton 71%, polyester 19%, cashere 8%, elastane 2%

These socks are made for walking. The cashmere 
blended cotton pile has superior thermoregulating 
properties, and its luxurious softness stays after 
countless wear. 

silk 38%, cotton 38%, nylon 24%

Mohair Wool Pile Socks

Wool Cotton Boot Socks

Mohair Wool Border Socks

Egyptian Cotton Ribbed Socks

Cashmere Ribbed Socks

Silk Cotton Long Hose

Egyptian Cotton Plain Socks

Linen Ribbed Socks

High-Twist Cotton No Show Liners

Silk Cotton Lounge Socks

Cotton Cashmere Walking Socks

Silk Cotton Ribbed Socks 

Soft and lustrous socks made with silk and cotton. 
They are the dress socks that do both dressy and 
casual equally well. 

Seasonal Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal
Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

For heavy snow area



NK0203W

NK0114W

NK0104W

NK0127W

Large

NK0102W

NK0106W

NK0124W

NK0206W

NK0503W

NK0401W

NK0116W

NK0604W

NK0120W

NK0502W

NK0602W

NK0704W

NK0706W

NK0702W

Boston

Boston

Praha

Boston

Boston

Praha

Oslo Oslo

Praha

Praha

Praha

Praha

Praha

Praha

Sampo

Oslo

Boston

Oslo

VINTAGE YELLOW

BLUE

size L

season SS

BEIGE

YELLOW

OFF WHITE

SAUNA STONE

LIGHT GRAY

size L

season ALL  

DEEP BLUE

BLACK

RED

BUILDING PINK

KHAKI

size L

season ALL

MIDNIGHT

BLACK

PARK GREEN

OFF WHITE

BLACK

LIGHT GRAY

NAVY

size L

season ALL 

APRICOT
ORANGE

CHARCOAL

size L

season ALL 

DENIM

LIGHT GRAY

BROWN

CHARCOAL

RED

JUNGLE GREEN

BROWN

size L

season AW

BEIGE

size L

season AW

LIGHT GRAY

CHARCOAL

KHAKI

APPLE SODA

CHARCOAL UMBER

size L

season AW

CLASSIC RED

OFF WHITE

size L

season ALL 

BLACK

LIGHT GRAY

RED

PISTACHIO SOFA

BEIGE

size L

season ALL

BROWN

CHARCOAL

NAVY

SKY BLUE

YELLOW

size L

season SS

CHARCOAL

RED

BLUE

TRAM YELLOW

CHARCOAL

BROWN

NAVY

BEIGE

size L

season ALL 

SKY BLUE

RED

size L

season AW

GRAY

NAVY

OATMEAL

BERLIN BLUE

MOCHA BROWN

IVORY

CHARCOAL

size L

season ALL 

BEER BLACK

BLACK

LIGHT GRAY

LAKE BLUE

size L

season ALL 

APRICOT
ORANGE

LIGHT GRAY

size L

season AW

NAVY

BORDEAUX

CHRISTMAS RED

NAVY

size L

season AW

MOCHA BEIGE

WINE

CHARCOAL

TOWER WHITE

MOCHA BROWN

size L

season AW

IVORY

MUSTARD

These stylish socks combine the crisp breathabili-
ty characteristic of linen with the smooth stretch 
of cotton for softness.

linen 55%, cotton 37%, polyester 7%, elastane 1%

These jacquard designs are crafted from specially 
pre-shrunk wool to produce a thick sock with 
plush volume and wonderful warmth.

wool 93%, nylon 6%, elastane 1%

Made from ultra-soft premium wool, these ribbed 
socks are thick and sturdy with irresistably cozy 
warmth.

wool 94%, nylon 6%

This versatile design combines a sock with a 
legwarmer, in a uniquly cozy blend of kid mohair 
and finest wool, for even the chilliest climates.

wool 33%, nylon 30%, mohair 18%, acrylic 18%, elastane 1%

Thick wool socks made with an eco-friendly blend 
of recycled wool and cotton. More durable than 
regular wool socks; perfect with boots for outdoor 
activities like camping and trekking.
wool 47%, cotton 42%, nylon 10%, elastane 1%

Lustrous mohair fibre from baby goats is expertly 
woven with wool to create these incredibly warm, 
super soft and lightweight socks.

nylon 34%, wool 32%, mohair 17%, acrylic 17%

A blend of environmentally sourced hemp and 
100% virgin cotton, designed to stay dry to the 
touch with breathable, moisture wicking comfort.

cotton 77%, true hemp 18%, polyester 4%,  elastane 1%

Made from environmentally sourced 100% virgin 
cotton for soft, long wearing comfort and a 
timeless vintage look.

cotton 94%, polyester 5%, elastane 1%

Wool and cotton are combined to create these 
classic ribbed weave socks. With a casual, vintage 
look , their comfort increases with wear.

cotton 57%, wool 38%,  polyester 4%,  elastane 1%

Eco silk is woven with superfine remnant cotton 
fibres to create these soft and lustrous socks.

silk 44%, cotton 44%, polyester 12%, elastane 1%

Long Egyptian cotton fibres are interwoven to 
create this naturally comfortable ribbed style sock 
with superior longevity.

cotton 94%, polyester 5%, elastane 1%

The ultimate foot-friendly sock, pairing the stretch 
and structure of a ribbed design with the luxurious 
softness of fluffy cashmere.

cashere 90%, nylon 10%

Our long hose socks provide ample warmth in the 
winter while keeping feet enveloped in cool 
comfort during the spring and fall seasons. 

silk 38%, cotton 38%, nylon 24%

Egyptian cotton fibres of superior length and 
quality are interwoven to create this smooth, flat 
and seam free style.

cotton 85%, nylon 15%

These quarter length ribbed socks are 100% linen. 
Their breathable, moisture wicking quiality 
ensures your long wearing, all day comfort.

linen 93%, polyester 6%, elastane 1%

Loosely fitting with an outer layer of durable 
cotton and inner lining of highly insulating, 
moisture-wicking pile. 

cotton 58%, silk 27%, polyester 8%, nylon 6%, elastane 1%

cotton 71%, polyester 19%, cashere 8%, elastane 2%

These socks are made for walking. The cashmere 
blended cotton pile has superior thermoregulating 
properties, and its luxurious softness stays after 
countless wear. 

silk 38%, cotton 38%, nylon 24%

Linen Cotton Anklet Wool Jacquard Socks

Wool Ribbed Socks

Mohair Wool Pile Socks

Wool Cotton Boot Socks

Mohair Wool Border Socks

Hemp Cotton Ribbed SocksRecycled Cotton Ribbed Socks

Wool Cotton Slab Socks Silk Cotton Socks

Egyptian Cotton Ribbed Socks

Cashmere Ribbed Socks

Silk Cotton Long Hose

Egyptian Cotton Plain Socks

Linen Ribbed Socks Silk Cotton Lounge Socks

Cotton Cashmere Walking Socks

Silk Cotton Ribbed Socks 

Soft and lustrous socks made with silk and cotton. 
They are the dress socks that do both dressy and 
casual equally well. 

Seasonal

Seasonal
Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal

For heavy snow area



BOSTON

PRAHA

OSLO

SAMPO

TENI

NK0305

NK0110

NK0121

NK 0304

NK 0306

NK 0307

NK0111

NK0107

NK0204

Praha

Teni

Praha

Teni

Teni

Teni

Teni

Teni

Teni

Unisex

BEIGE

season SS

YELLOW

BLUE

OFF WHITE

LIGHT GRAY

season AW

BORDEAUX

DEEP BLUE

CHARCOAL

BROWN

BEIGE LIGHT GRAY

CHARCOAL

APPLE SODA

season AW

WHITE BROWN

season SS

NAVY

LIGHT GRAY

KHAKI

RED

size M

season AW

CHARCOAL

LIGHT GRAY

MOCHA BROWN

NAVY

size L

season AW

CHARCOAL

LIGHT GRAY

MOCHA BROWN

LIGHT GRAY

MOCHA BROWN

NAVY

CHARCOAL

season AW

LIGHT GRAY

NAVY

KHAKI

AROMA
LAVENDER

WHITE BROWN

season SS

INK BLUE

one size fits all

one size fits all

one size fits all

one size fits all

one size fits all

one size fits all

one size fits all

season SS

BLACK

DARK KHAKI

TRAM YELLOW

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF YOUR SOCKS

If we add a bit of love when washing our socks,
we can protect them from premature wear and
enjoy them longer.

HOW TO WASH SOCKS

OR

COTTON LINEN WOOL COTTON

SILK COTTON LINEN COTTON

DARNING SOCKS

If there is a hole in your favourite sock, darn it .
Colorful yarn was combined to cover holes,
creating a practical and beautiful,  
one of a kind piece of work.

CASHMERE ALPACAMOHAIRWOOL

https://11-11.jp/en/care/Visit our website to watch a video on how to darn socks. 

These lightweight arm covers protect from UV 
rays with breathable linen which stays dry to the 
touch.

linen 76%, nylon 18%, polyester 5%, elastane 1%

Linen Arm Covers

These fingerless gloves are created with pure merino 
wool for smooth elasticity and cashmere-like 
softness. 

wool 100%

100% Merino Wool Arm Warmers

These socks are made with 100% linen.  They are 
highly breathable and dry to the touch, allowing air 
to escape to retain coolness.

linen 93%, polyester 6%, elastane 1%

Linen Ribbed Sandal Socks

Made with lustrous, tightly woven 100% cotton, 
these arm covers provide cool-touch comfort for 
light layering or sun protection.

cotton 100%

Ice Cotton Gauze Armcovers

These handwarmers combine the fluffy warmth of 
wool with manmade fibres for stretch and longevi-
ty, in a clever double layer design.

wool 92%, polyester 7%,  elastane 1%

Wool Hand Warmer

Lustrous baby alpaca is blended with merino wool 
to make these arm and leg warmers remarkably 
warm, yet lightweight and comfortable.

alpaca 45%, wool 45%, nylon 10%

Alpaca Wool Arm & Leg Warmers

These lightweight arm covers protect from UV 
rays with breathable linen which stays dry to the 
touch.

linen 76%, nylon 18%, polyester 5%, elastane 1%

Linen Arm Covers Short

These gloves are created with pure merino wool 
for smooth elasticity and cashmere-like softness.

wool 96%, nylon 4%

Merino Wool Gloves

These gloves are created with pure merino wool 
for smooth elasticity and cashmere-like softness.

wool 96%, nylon 4%

Merino Wool Gloves

Boston USA is famous for their devoted baseball fans. 

Like an old best friend who you love to hang out with, 

these durable socks become even more comfortable 

and enjoyable with wear. 

Praha or Prague, the capital city of the Czech Republic, is 

known for its colorful buildings, and beautiful statues. 

Socks made from a simple weave that highlight the best 

features of the materials they are made with, such as 

quality and luster. 

Known for its art galleries, museums, and theaters, 

Oslo is the capital of Norway. Socks with a timeless 

design to suit any generation. 

These socks are made especially for walking. NISHIGU-

CHI KUTSUSHITA will make your day extraordinary when 

you go on walks.

NISHIGUCHI KUTSUSHITA'S products for the hands. 

Our arm covers and hand warmers made with natural, 

high quality materials guarantee long wearing comfort 

from the second you put them on.

Alternate socks to
avoid premature wear. 

Ensure the heel of the sock is
in place when wearing.

To avoid friction,
wear slippers when indoors. 

Wash by hand or place in a laundry net to machine wash. 

Hang to dry.

Put it in the laundry net
Please go to dehydration. Hang to dry.

※ Animal fibers such as sheep's wool are vulnerable to heat and prone to wear due to excess friction.

Seasonal

Seasonal

Seasonal



SEASON COLOR STORY

BERLIN,  GERMANY

NK 0205 NK 0206
Praha

NK0206W

NK0401S NK0401 NK0401W
Praha

NK 0113 NK 0114 NK0114W

Boston

NK0120WNK 0119 NK 0120
Oslo

NK 0201 NK0503
Praha

NK0503W

NK 0202 NK 0203
Praha

NK0203W

NK 0107
Teni

NK 0501 NK 0502
Praha

NK0502W

NK 0126 NK 0127 NK 0127W
Praha

NK 0123 NK 0124 NK0124W
Praha

NK 0115 NK 0116 NK0116W

Oslo Sampo

NK 0601 NK 0602 NK0602W

NK 0204
Teni

NK0703 NK0704
Oslo

NK0704W

NK0603 NK0604 NK0604W
Praha

NK0121
Praha

NK 0103 NK 0104
Boston

NK0104W

NK 0705 NK 0706
Oslo
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CLASSIC RED

SKY BLUE

BUILDING PINK

BERLIN BLUE

PISTACHIO SOFA

SAUNA STONE

AROMA LAVENDER

BEER BLACK

APRICOT ORANGE

APPLE SODA

TRAM YELLOW APRICOT ORANGE

TRAM YELLOW

CHRISTMAS RED

SKY BLUE

APPLE SODA

PARK GREEN

TOWER WHITE

Mohair Wool Border Socks

Silk Cotton Ribbed Socks 

Linen Cotton Anklet

Wool Jacquard Socks

Wool Ribbed Socks Mohair Wool Pile Socks

Hemp Cotton Ribbed Socks

Silk Cotton Socks

Egyptian Cotton Ribbed Socks

Cashmere Ribbed Socks

Silk Cotton Long Hose

Egyptian Cotton Plain Socks

Linen Ribbed Socks

Silk Cotton Lounge Socks

Cotton Cashmere Walking Socks

Linen Arm Covers

Ice Cotton Gauze Armcovers

Alpaca Wool Arm & Leg Warmers

Berlin used to have public scales for their 
subways. The retro scales resemble the 
Japanese mai l  post.  I  imagine weighing 
yourself in front of strangers must have been 
embarrassing for some.

The Aufguss sauna is an original German ritual 
where water is thrown on hot sauna stones 
and a towel is waved in the air to create the 
ultimate sauna experience.

The hotel room in Berlin was furnished with a 
striking pistachio colored sofa that somehow 
made me want to walk with a spring in my 
step.

Germany is famous for their baked goods 
made with fresh apricots. The perfect balance 
of sweetness and acidity keeps me coming 
back for more.

The summer drink in Germany is apple soda. I 
enjoyed many during my travels as its natural 
flavour was not too sweet and to my liking.

Germany developed Berlin blue in the 1700s. 
Japan used this color in ukiyoe (color print of 
everyday life in the Edo period). Is this why 
this color evokes nostalgia?

The tram is your sidekick during travels in 
Berlin. I rode them everywhere. Their bright 
yellow adds even more color to the colorful 
city.

Hackesche Höfe is  a courtyard complex 
protected as Berlin's cultural asset. With a 
combination of art galleries, theatres, cafes, 
and restaurants, there is always something to 
do there.

In the summer, people of Berlin go to parks to 
rest under trees. I did just that and a cool 
breeze ran through my body. The wild rabbits 
and squirrels also seem to be enjoying the 
shade.

The summer drink in Germany is apple soda. I 
enjoyed many during my travels as its natural 
flavour was not too sweet and to my liking.

The tram is your sidekick during travels in 
Berlin. I rode them everywhere. Their bright 
yellow adds even more color to the colorful 
city.

Löyly is the name for the evaporating hot 
steam that rises from aroma water thrown on 
hot stones. The lavender scent turns the sauna 
space into a deep forest.

The TV tower is a landmark in the city of 
Berlin. If you get lost, look for the TV tower. It 
is always standing tall to provide direction and 
ease your worries.

Germany is  famous for  the i r  Chr istmas 
Market. In Berlin the Gendarmenmarkt and 
surrounding areas host this grand event. Next 
time, I will vistit during the winter.

The summer Berlin sky is blue and pleasant. 
The sky has no boarders but it is a wonder 
how each country has their own uniqur color 
of sky.

Germany is famous for their baked goods 
made with fresh apricots. The perfect balance 
of sweetness and acidity keeps me coming 
back for more.

At Alexanderplatz, I tried German black beer. It 
was a rich, dark color but surprisingly easy to 
drink. Served in the traditional ceramic beer 
mug, it was even more exceptional.

The summer Berlin sky is blue and pleasant. 
The sky has no boarders but it is a wonder 
how each country has their own uniqur color 
of sky.

When we close our eyes, we can recall a specific scene from the past and along with its familiar ambience, a certain color can 

be associated with it, leaving a strong imprint in our memory.

What colors were inspired by your hometown or a place you visited?

A unique color linked to that special place unravels a story to tell. We prepared some seasonal color stories to share with you 

and wish to continue posting more going forward. 

Come escape with us to various cities around the world and discover how each seasonal color made its way to NISHIGUCHI 

KUTSUSHITA.

With the wish to deliver our socks to the world and one 

backpack, I arrived in Berlin to observe the exhibits. I 

believed that Germany would be the starting point for 

expanding our products to EU countries.

July in Berlin has good weather and clean air. It was so 

comfortable that it made me want to share with the 

people of Berlin the muggy summers in Japan which was 

the extreme opposite.

On my way to the exhibit, I made my way through the 

streets of Berl in.  The histor ic Berl in Wal l  is now a 

colourful art monument. I enjoyed the historical buildings 

combined with art during my walk. I see why they are 

known as the city of young artists.

After my stroll, I reach the exhibition. I was astounded by 

how open and large the space is. It was like an outdoor 

festival. I wondered how people would react if we 

displayed our socks here. Now I was dreaming big.

There were so many shops that caught my eye, and I 

was overwhelmed. I decided to go to an Aufguss sauna 

which is an original German ritual where water is thrown 

on hot sauna stones and then a sauna master waves a 

towel in the air to masterfully distribute the steam. It 

was infused with lavender oil providing complete mind 

and body relaxation.

Saunas help me to completely detox both mind and 

body. I always know what I want or ought to do when I 

complete a session. I had gone in to relax but came out 

recharged and full of energy.

Journeys always lead to positive turning points in life for 

m e .  Th i s  t r i p  t o  Be r l i n  p r ov i d e d  m e  w i t h  n ew  

perspectives and I was ready and excited to gain more 

inspiration from the city.
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Seasonal Colors Book 2023

size W136×H136mm

【 fu l l  scale】

Sock Blocker

size

price

W270×H391mm

￥1,000

Promotion POP in English

size

price

W74×H100mm

free

Care Instruction Card

size W94×H70mm6 pairs availablesize3 pairs availablesize

Poster

size

price

A4

free

price free

Gift Bag(S)+Message Card Gift Bag(L)+Message Card

Every single person who is involved with NISHIGUCHI  KUTSUSHITA has dedicated their mind and soul into 

creating our line, “Sock Heart”. We are passionate about our concept, “making your day extraordinary”. That 

is why our company logo is a sock resembling the shape of a heart.


